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What I’m Going To Try To Convey

• Illuminate* Internet measurement as an
empirical science
– What’s its effective role in network research?
– What makes its practitioners tick?

• Hint: no one does it because they LIKE taking
measurements

– The role of nimble opportunism
– Why measuring Badness is one of today’s

most interesting, fun, and challenging areas

* A personal perspective



The Crooked Path
to Straight Lines

Part I:





Network
Measurement
is 20 years old







I start grad school.

For sure I’m going to work
on programming languages /
environments



I can’t stand grad school.
I’m going to exit with a Master’s
and enjoy the Real World.



I file my Master’s thesis.

I’m informed that it’s quite
disappointing work.



I withdraw from the UCB Ph.D.
program and take a job doing
Financial $y$tem$ $oftware



I hate the Real World and quit my
job.  Is there any way to return to
grad school?

YES: UCB’s bureaucracy has still
not processed my withdrawal!



What am I going to work on that LBL will support?

Van Jacobson insists that networking is actually
interesting and “is going to be big”.

I can’t see how it won’t be boring, but I’m stuck ….



I start  to Get It about (1) literature search,
and (2) the richness of network measurement



Data courtesy of Rick Adams

I become interested in
Internet growth trends …



= 80% growth/year

Data courtesy of Rick Adams

Compelling: straight lines that
manifest in extensive real-world data



Data courtesy of Rick Adams

My paper on Growth Trends rejected from
SIGCOMM ‘93.

Best line in the reviews:
Yet another TCP measurement paper
but without the insight of the
paxson one which is cited...



Data courtesy of Rick Adams

SIGCOMM ‘93 does publish Leland/Willinger et
al’s crackpot “self similarity” paper, though …





m = scale of aggregation, e.g., m=102 aggregates at 100 msec
variance = σ2 for packet (or byte) arrival process at that aggregation



I can’t get the data to disagree!



Their work also proposed an explanation for self-similarity that is predictive:
Network activity should be marked by sizes/durations that are heavy-tailed.



Their work also proposed an explanation for self-similarity that is predictive:
Network activity should be marked by sizes/durations that are heavy-tailed.

What’s so cool about this prediction is that it is easy to test for heavy tails:

Look for straight lines on log-log complementary CDF plots.



“Go look for heavy tails”

Plot complementary CDF (P[X > x]) with log-log scaling.

Straight line = Pareto distribution.  (Only tail matters.)

Slope gives direct estimate of “heaviness” parameter α.

       α < 2 ⇒ infinite variance ⇒ theorem applies!



Log-log complementary CDF
of 56,421 FTP sessions



Same, upper 10% tail 

α = 1.13 ⇒ infinite variance



Log-log complementary CDF
of 226,386 HTTP connections



Same, upper 14% tail 

α = 1.35 ⇒ infinite variance



The Danger of Mental Models

“Exponential plus
a uniform offset”



Fit is to all but lowest 25%! 

α ≈ 0.9 ⇒ infinite mean



= 80% growth/year



Data courtesy of Rick Adams &
David C. Lawrence



= 75% growth/year



Abuse
Arrives



Measuring Malice & Crooks

Part II:



The Worm Era
Begins



The Worm Era
Begins

Cybercrime starts
to take off
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Spamalytics 41

How can we soundly
measure how such
services are used?



Infiltration
opportunity



Running since August 2010, we downloaded > 1M binaries (9K distinct)
from 4 different affiliate programs

Advanced malware intelligence via PPI infiltration

Milking = mimic downloader, repeatedly ask PPI service for next program to install



PPI distribution of malware during August 2010

The majority
of the world’s
top malware
appeared in
the “milk”



Phases of the Spam Value Chain

Measuring URLs, DNS servers, HTTP redirection, etc. all a
matter of energetic crawling & recording.

But purchases / banks / “fulfillment” ??













One of many questions: how can we soundly measure the
total revenue of spam-advertised pharmaceuticals?

Need to know (1) how many customers place orders, and
(2) how much product a typical customer orders.



A Seeming Digression
re the IP ID Field

Part III:



4-bit
Version

4-bit
Header
Length

8-bit
Type of Service

(TOS)
16-bit Total Length (Bytes)

16-bit Identification
3-bit
Flags 13-bit Fragment Offset

8-bit Time to 
Live (TTL) 8-bit Protocol 16-bit Header Checksum

32-bit Source IP Address

32-bit Destination IP Address

Payload

20-byte20-byte
IP headerIP header

• Many systems increment it per packet globally sent ⇒ side channel
• Enables inference of quantity of traffic sent between two points in time,
   otherwise unobserved
• (Side channel even enables NAT detection and stealthy port scanning )





10s of seconds later





10s of seconds later



1 month later



?









Order-Driven or Timer-Driven?

• How to definitively establish whether IP-ID
inference trick works for pharma orders?

• Alternative hypothesis also fitting with monotonicity:
order #s are timer-based
– Perhaps in batches, hence nearby ones just go up by

one rather than by time interval
• Approach: take a month of data

– Compute least-squares fit of order # vs. time
– For each order, look at its offset from the fit

• Reflects either measurement error (we didn’t record time right) …
• … or required batching granularity for consistent measurement



If orders are timer-driven, expect
narrow range of timing errors
reflecting batch size.

If skewed by outliers, expect
up/down or down/up trend around
outlier.

If orders not timer-driven, then we
just see residuals with respect to
underlying order rate ⇒ should see
a cloud of points, no straight lines!



Coupled with a (separate) structural inference ⇒
entire spam “pharma” revenue ≈ $50-100M/year

We can track how many orders each
affiliate program processes per day



Pretty Pictures & Moneyshots

Part III:





















Measuring Measurement

Part IV:



The Role of Measurement in
Network Research



Thinking About Network Science



What I’ve Tried To Convey
• What makes measurement practitioners

tick?
– A passion for knowing how things really work

• Not: how we guess that they work
• Not: how we’d like them to work

– Indeed, term “measurement” is unfortunate --
detail-oriented

• More accurate: “empirical analysis”

• Students: follow what really jazzes you
– That’s what brings out excellence
– Take heart when the path seems obscure



• Measurement folks: analyzing Modern Badness is
a blast
– All sorts of compelling problems & surprising

possibilities
– BUT: technically a big headache

• Can require developing a lot of disparate elements
• Plus significant issues regarding ethics & legality

• Research folks: measurement can fundamentally
change our understanding & perception
– Seems we should figure out how to do more of it
– But: this is not at all easy for a whole bunch of reasons

What I’ve Tried To Convey, con’t


